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German cuisine - the cuisine of the peoples of Germany, 

varies from region to region. German cuisine is ancient, 

beginning to take on from the time of Roman rule, when the 

ancient Germans, the ancestors of modern Germans, lived on 

the territory of today's Germany. It should be noted that in 

the German cuisine there is no unity, each region has its own 

characteristics. The abundance of original dishes in the local 

cuisine is different in the southern regions of Bavaria and 

Swabia.



German hot dishes do not eat without bread. After 

all, it is the most important part of the family table. 

Bread is eaten for breakfast, as well as as a part of 

hearty sandwiches in the evening. The importance of 

this product in German cuisine is evidenced by such 

terms as Abendbrot (dinner), literally meaning 

"evening bread", as well as Brotzeit (afternoon snack 

or lunch), which translates as "breadtime".

Few people know, but in Germany, about 350-650 different types 

of bread are produced. The white bread made of wheat flour, as 

well as gray bread, black, rye, etc., is very popular among 

Germans. Most kinds of bread products in Germany are made from 

rye and wheat flour. By the way, it was from here and went such a 

German name, like Mischbrot, that is, "mixed" bread. It should also 

be noted that in the dough seeds of pumpkin or sunflower are 

sometimes added.



However, speaking of Germany, one can not help remembering such a foamy 

drink as beer. As you know, it is very popular not only among Germans, but 

around the world. In most regions of Germany, the most popular beer is 

Pilsner. Although it should be noted that residents of the southern part of 

the country (especially Bavarians) quite often drink other types of beverage 

(for example, wheat beer or lager). In some regions of Germany, they 

produce their own beers (local). For example, along the lower course of the 

Rhine, in the city of Cologne, do "Kölsch" and the dark "Altbir". It should also 

be said that since 1990, a variety of a foam drink, such as "Schwarzbir", has 

become widespread in the united state. Also in Germany is very popular 

"Schnapps" and cocktails, which are made on the basis of beer (for example, 

beer with lemonade).



It is not a secret to anyone that sausages, as well as 

sausages in general, are one of the most favorite 

dishes in all regions of Germany. As for meat, 

practically all German dishes necessarily include 

pork and beef. According to statistics, an average 

German a year eats about 84 kg of meat. Germany 

is the main producer in Europe for making various 

varieties of sausages. It is believed that it is in this 

country that more than 1500 types of sausage 

products are made.
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